
First Mount the left and right fascia brackets
to the wall, jamb or ceiling (the brackets are
universal). 
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Mount the spring rail. First remove
the cover cap to gain access to the
inside. You can easily drill down
however if you have to install “back”
then you would need to drill 3/8”
pilot holes through the front face
and run screws through the back 
face. 3/8” color keyed hole plugs are
provided for OB installations.

After you have powered up the motor
you can then run the shade up so that 
it’s within working distance of the
tension cording. 
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Spring Rail

Spring Rail Cover Cap

Hem Grommet

Optional Locking Pins
Typically supplied when 7 
lb springs are installed.

End Caps
(Std for OB Mount)

End Caps
(Std for OB Mount)

Fascia Panel

Fascia Clips

Fascia Clips
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**See separate instructions for pairing/programming
motors!

Insert the shade into the brackets. Its easiest to install the 
idler pin into its bracket �rst and then insert the motor end 
however you may also invert these directions if the shade is 
too tight of a �t within the brackets (insert motor �rst and 
then depress the idler plunger pin in with a �at head screw 
driver and then align the pin with the hole of
the bracket, slide the screw driver out until the pin deploys 
and engages).

6 To snap on the fascia �rst you must install 
the fascia clips (if 4” SL model) onto the 
brackets. See below pictures. Then you 
can snap on the fascia by hooking the top 
of the fascia onto the top of the brackets
and then forcefully snapping the bottom
into place.

4” Skyline (SL) Series Shown:

Each spring will have a colored leader cord that you will pull out 
from the tension rail. Once you have pulled enough cording that 
you are comfortable working with insert the supplied pin into the 
holes to temporarily lock springs. Then cut the colored leader 
cording o� and discard. Also cut o� the loop and crimp at the end 
of the white tension cord so you are just left with a bare cord edge. 
Feed the cord through the back side of the shade hem grommet. 
Perform a lasso style knot (see seperate document for speci�c 
instructions on how to perform this knot). 

Once the tension cord is tied o� you can then carefully tug slightly 
on the tension cord to relieve pressure and remove the locking 
pins (if locking pins were provided).

Knots are used rather than mechanical fasteners to alleviate any marks or 
impressions onto the fabric panel.
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Lasso Knot Instructions for Bottom-Up Flex Hem Bar Shades

1
Feed the tension cord through the back 
side of the shade as shown:

2
Loop the tension cord creating a 
backwards “P” with the bottom 
of the loop going under the leg 
of the “P” as well as the cord 
behind the fabric. 

Spring Rail

Spring Rail Cover Cap

Hem
Grommet

Under

3
Loop the tension cord around 
the cord thats behind the fabric 
and through the “P” to create the 
knot as shown:
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Finally pull the cord to tighten 
the knot. Its not recommended 
to cut o� excess cord beyond 
the knot. This excess helps to 
keep the knot secure.
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Once the tension cord is tied o� you can then carefully tug 
slightly on the tension cord to relieve pressure and remove 
the locking pins.

Knots are used rather than mechanical fasteners to alleviate any marks 
or impressions onto the fabric panel. 
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